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Susan Clarke, HISPP
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Conducts privacy and security 
risk analysis in addition to 
HIPAA and 42 CRF, Part 2 
training. 

20 years’ experience in health care 
operations.

10 years’ design and coding electronic 
health record (EHR) software including 
HL7 Healthcare application development.

Served on IT security, disaster recovery and 
joint commission steering committee at Mayo 
Clinic-affiliated health care system.

Certified Healthcare Information Security (ISC)2

and Privacy Practitioner and Computer Scientist



The presenter is not an attorney and the information provided is the presenter’s 
opinion and should not be taken as legal advice. The information is presented 
for informational purposes only.  

Compliance with regulations can involve legal subject matter with serious 
consequences. The information contained in the webinar and related materials 
(including but not limited to recordings, handouts and presentation documents) 
is not intended to constitute legal advice or the rendering of legal, consulting or 
other professional services of any kind. Users of the webinar and webinar 
materials should not in any manner rely upon or construe the information as 
legal or other professional advice. Users should seek the services of a 
competent legal or other professional before acting or failing to act, based upon 
the information contained in the webinar to ascertain what may be best for the 
users’ needs.

Legal Disclaimer
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• BA: Business Associate
• BAA: Business Associate 

Agreement
• CE: Covered Entity
• CEHRT: Certified Electronic 

Health Record Technology
• CMS: Centers for Medicare & 

Medicaid Services
• EHR: Electronic Health Record
• EDR: Endpoint Detection and 

Response
• ePHI: Electronic Protected Health 

Information
• HIPAA: Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act

• HIT: Health Information 
Technology

• MDR: Managed Detection & 
Response

• MSP: Managed Service Provider
• NIST: National Institute of 

Standards and Technology
• OCR: Office for Civil Rights
• PHI: Protected Health Information
• SLA: Service Level Agreement
• SRA: Security Risk Analysis

Abbreviations and Acronyms
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Learning Objectives
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Planning to respond Practice, practice, 
practice

Ransomware today Training your staff

Incident response 
tabletop Post ransomware



Important to Make the Right Decision
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How to best communicate 
with executives

Pressure when decision 
needs to be swift

May have nothing to do 
with technical!

Often many ways to 
address

.

Executives are making 
decision despite IT best effort 

to influence

IT and C-suite speak different 
languages



Communication Disconnect

• IT needs to put incident response into business 
terms using clear language

• IT tends to jump to the technical response
• If incident turn into crisis – large impact
• C-suite is focused on health care operations
• C-suite has increased interest with increased 

responsibility and need to be informed 
• Incidents may lack communication process 
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Communication Leads to Decisions
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• Effective incident 
response plan 
communications

• Plan is in place. 
Needs to be 
strategic

• Consider 
messaging and 
stakeholders

• Consider purpose, 
audience, roles 
and 
responsibilities

• Mechanism will 
vary based on 
scenario

• Complicated by 
“hair on fire” 
factor



Using managed service provider?

• Outsource with no internal IT
• Need point of contact, name including a 

backup
• Understand SLAs
• Understand communications strategy
• Health center may want to be involved in the 

decision making—impact to health center
• May not have communication plan
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Cyber Kill Chain
MDR sensors and the security stack to detect and contain threats earlier in the kill chain

Reconnaissance Delivery Exploitation Establish
foothold

Internal
reconnaissance

Lateral
movement

Command and 
control

Actions/objective

Secure Email Gateway
Secure Web Gateway
DNS Filter

Firewall

Incident 
Response

Secure Email Gateway
Secure Web Gateway
DNS Filter

CASB

Managed Detection and Response (MDR)

PR
O

TE
C

TI
O

N
XD

R

Vulnerability 
Management

EDR/EPP

Network Detection and Response (NDR)Network Detection and 
Response (NDR)
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Firewall

Image used with approval from Robert Kauffman, Senior Sales 
Engineer, Open Systems
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Source: A Guide to Effective Incident Management Communications:  
https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/asset_files/Handbook/2021_002_001_651819.pdf



NIST Recommendations:
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Develop and 
implement incident 

recovery plan
With defined roles and strategies 
for decision-making.

Plan, implement, test 
data backup and 

restoration strategy

Not only to secure backups of 
important data but to ensure backups 
are isolated and immutable.

Maintain up-to-date 
list of all contacts

For ransomware attacks 
likely start with cyber 
insurance contact.



Top Three Recommended
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Security Awareness 
Training for Staff

Make this foundational, 
responsible for lots of 
ransomware

Advanced Endpoint 
Detection and 

Response (EDR)

EDR installed on the endpoint in the 
event that a malicious link has been 
clicked (it will happen!)

Overall security 
strategy including 

segmentation

For ransomware attacks 
likely start with cyber 
insurance contact.
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Source:  https://www.tenable.com/in-the-news/ransomware-attacks-now-to-
blame-for-half-of-healthcare-data-breaches

https://www.tenable.com/in-the-news/ransomware-attacks-now-to-blame-for-half-of-healthcare-data-breaches


Why is ransomware so painful?
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Encrypts files and 
holds for ransom

More and more 
cases of 

file exfiltration

Impact  panic, 
helplessness, 

embarrassment

Forces tough 
deliberations

Goes beyond 
technical



Ransomware Examples
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• Darkside ransomware
• Both encryption and data exfiltrated
• Paid $4.4M ransom
• Decipher inefficient; backups required
• Millions estimated for incident response

• 400 hospitals, cost $67M
• Wiped out IT, three-week recovery
• Back to pen and paper
• Patients reported delays

Colonial 
Pipeline

Universal 
Health 

Services
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Develop incident response for 
ransomware
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No clear answer 
on whether 

to pay ransom

Typically starts with 
Cyber Security 

Insurance contact

Identify when to 
disable and segment 

networks

Evaluate your 
backups

Develop your 
incident response 

in advance



Time for our tabletop discussion!
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Tests 
communication 
and decision 

making – not a 
replacement for 
technical testing

Record and 
check all 

expectations    
(do not assume)

Only “failure” is 
to not learn from 
the test to make 
improvements 
for next time



What does it look like?

For today’s tabletop:
1. Facilitator sets scene and describes series of hypotheticals. 

2. You are part of incident response team at WeCureU CHC.

3. Audience participates through chat – No wrong answers!

Follow-up at your facility:
1. Follow-up plan – What controls should we implement?

2. Print paper copy of manual/checklist.

3. Report to participants and other stakeholders.

4. Plan your next test.
21



Scenario #1

September 17, 2021, 3:00 PM
WeCureU Community Health

Your EDR solution has blocked a Word 
document with malware on the CEO’s 
laptop.  

What are the next steps? 
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Scenario #1
Feedback and Opinions 

CEO clicked on

If possible, send IT to location ASAP

Elevate to supervisor
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Scenario #2

September 17, 2021, 4:00 PM
WeCureU Community Health 
IT staff evaluate CEO’s laptop, discover 
email subject was COVID update with two 
Word documents. One is blank and was not 
detected; other contains malware blocked by 
the EDR.

Is there a cause for concern?
24



Scenario #2
Feedback and Opinions 

• On device means got through – inside

• Are we concerned about the Word document that was 
NOT blocked?

• Time is critical, assess what may come next

• Should we…

1) Clean with EDR

2) Image and wipe

3) Just wipe

• Is more information needed to make decision?
25



Scenario #3

September 17, 2021, 6:00 PM
WeCureU Community Health 
IT staff does forensics on Word document.  
Document shows suspicious elements. At 
the same time logs and alerts show 
vulnerability has been exploited to allow 
attacker on our network. New account just 
created with elevated privileges.

How should we respond? 
26



Scenario #3
Feedback and Opinions 

• We now understand what is likely to come next

• CEO double clicked on document; code executed

• If we had wiped, we would also wipe evidence

• Logs provide details like the time the document opened 
and if opened by others

• Do we now…

1) Delete new suspicious account

2) Shut down network

3) Reset passwords
27



Scenario #4

September 17, 2021, 8:00 PM
WeCureU Community Health 
C-suite is not convinced that drastic action is 
necessary. Main concern is patient care and 
patient safety; health center extremely busy 
with COVID patients.

What is your response, do you try and 
persuade? 
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Scenario #4
Feedback and Opinions 
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Provide report with 
evidence of what is to 
come and percentage 

chance of 
ransomware to follow

Discuss impact of not 
taking 

recommendations 
Up to them, don’t try 

and convince



Ransomware Strikes

September 17, 2021, 9:15 PM
WeCureU Community Health 
No surprise, files across the network are not 
accessible and ransomware notes are 
popping up across user screens. CEO has 
contacted cyber insurance company to work 
with the incident response team to handle 
the next steps.
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Post Ransomware

IT staff are working the weekend. The initial 
plan was to restore from backups, but it is 
taking too long. The health center is 
completely on paper. There is a concern 
they may be forced to close and move 
patients, including those with COVID, to 
another facility. 
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Post Ransomware

C-suite and Board of Directors want your 
opinion:

1. Yes, pay the ransom
2. No, continue to restore
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Post Ransomware
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Breach 
notification
Under state law, 
HIPAA, Payment 
Card Industry 
Data Security 
Standard (PCI 
DSS) contracts/ 
agreements, etc.

Master 
patient index 
size matters 
Likely over 500 
HIPAA threshold

Plan for some 
staff finding it 
difficult to go 
back to paper

Scripting
• Get in front of 

patient 
communication

• Have single 
contact and 
message, no 
confliction

• Do not speculate 
in case you are 
wrong



HIPAA Safe Harbor Bill

Signed January 5, 2021
Amends HITECH Act 
(“recognized 
cybersecurity practices”)

Lenient fines if basic 
safeguard requirements met 
 HIPAA Security Rule
 Security risk analysis
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Awareness Training:
Signs of Malicious Email
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To/from/received/reply unconnected

URLs branding slightly off

Disconnected/bogus URLs

Unexpected file attachments

Internet mail extension type mismatches

Unexpected requests for actions

Stressor claims, sense of urgency



Training and Education
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Be aware of phishing and malware.

Be aware of video conferencing security and privacy issues.

Only use approved devices for work.

Keep laptop and software up-to-date.

Check WiFi and VPN connection.



Ransomware Resources
• CISA Ransomware Guidance and Resources
• CISA Ransomware Guide
• DarkSide Ransomware: Best Practices for Preventing Business Disruption 

from Ransomware Attacks
• FBI Ransomware Webpage
• FBI IC3 Webpage for Ransomware
• NIST Tips and Tactics for Dealing with Ransomware
• HHS HC3 Homepage
• 405(d) Ransomware Threat Flyer
• 405(d) Spotlight Webinar- Ransomware
• 405(d) Ransomware Cyber Awareness Flyer
• Ransomware Task Force: Combatting Ransomware Report
• Software Engineering Institute Resources for Preparing and Responding 

to Ransomware 37

https://link.zixcentral.com/u/992bf0c7/SNSBvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df690fe65c6ec57e56315dca8fcabd156f5192b32c0e703175e6bd9967800c3eeb4f64fdf08064ce9e0abf638c49d85a93
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/ac1596e9/YvaBvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dff6fc43802a3974cb64dbf3f7272dc431da72489ef1a34788dae03f9740b4ebf2c0c91fd874767f0817c1598f421ad400
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/4e1bc290/vheCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dfdddaf4570cec2a719c3b70ca97f6408073440928a9afcb3df5d51a218dd09119cc6ef7758c226797b80d4f96fd399fb0
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/7699c2f1/vDKCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df144b723c1cd972a8f5fd8b0c7abf8ad5cc70d91c753d0c877bb3d450f01d59b9c8ab357bf965cb478018e71f6ba571e1
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/341decf8/glOCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df4d9fbe11dbfe337b2f6b0fa3e61ee5ddc7f906a9b72583a8846660a57f88552dc133fd9082a0208b5454413810e3d1f4
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/942c70a8/ZnSCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dfd7e49fe376d0e83f0521103c45fb3ed28d651484fdfeaaea2ee8f99e093f368af6b46be49797c81ad17ab685bb3d86b3
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/2d5078d4/ZI_Cvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df8a6b466695c257d5970b0d3db42e4b652584b0f87b7d16f8ded1ab5bed042da1644774c34600e268c549b895df390d71
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/5775b27d/cLCCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dfc5f78aa8a9d146d45cdb97a2f5f01226d28917074d905f09e1fbbc395692fde2699ade556d9f4e6a3bdb4c9368e13a3e
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/bc90e0d9/VNGCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dfe5825a1d1253bfa57f8179c807978b4857b3012d0d8521892181838b49c8f034e7dcf05262797a82a2e529dbae042cee
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/aa17b596/ZuyCvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df67f6b565670977808a6ff62d03afc5dfe78c4a270db7e1d6d2fe1913c90e0b1bb2b896a026d98e68569d9647f9a90f36
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/90bda5b5/Ng2Dvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775df8edcd76e3d1424d5af99da181d7a842fea2fe8ebedacac0bd480d6353b273082faf24dc202225a8817d1a33b28f877ca
https://link.zixcentral.com/u/9263510c/Gi6Dvx3J6xGk3a3WR15mZw?u=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.connect.hhs.gov%2F%3Fqs%3Dc1faf0ca57c775dfb3b2e1caff014c6620d96b2b24f4520d0eaf5640cd5d4b73cc76f26284321cbf01914c90df330a0776433fc11ee136f1


Ransomware Resource Material

Joint Cybersecurity Advisory, Technical Approaches to 
Uncovering and Remediating Malicious Activity:
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/AA20-245A-
Joint_CSA-
Technical_Approaches_to_Uncovering_Malicious_Activity_508.pdf

FREE KnowBe4 manual used for some of today’s content: 
https://info.knowbe4.com/ransomware-hostage-rescue-manual-0

HIPAA Ransomware Fact Sheet:
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/RansomwareFactSheet.pdf
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https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/AA20-245A-Joint_CSA-Technical_Approaches_to_Uncovering_Malicious_Activity_508.pdf
https://info.knowbe4.com/ransomware-hostage-rescue-manual-0
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/RansomwareFactSheet.pdf


THANKS FOR YOUR 
VALUABLE TIME TODAY!

For assistance, please contact:
Susan Clarke

sclarke@mpqhf.org | (307) 248-8179

39

Please let me know how I can help. 

mailto:sclarke@mpqhf.org


Questions

40
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